BACKGROUND NOTE

Glen Fleischmann was born February 23, 1909 and grew up in Manley, Nebraska with his mother, father, and sisters, Rachel and Leda. He attended school in Ashland, Nebraska and later Louisville, Nebraska where he graduated high school in 1926. In July of 1929, Glen began attending the Vogue School of Art in Chicago, Illinois (Now known as The Illinois Institute of Art—Chicago). On February 10, 1931, Glen married Evelyn Fitzpatrick of Weeping Water, Nebraska. Glen started his career at the Meyer Both Company, an advertising syndicate, in 1932. By 1937, he moved to New York working for R.H. Macy & Company illustrating men’s fashion and began his long career as an illustrator in New York.

The first story he illustrated was in 1939 for Saturday Evening Post. Between 1943 and 1945, Glen was enlisted in the Army and assigned to the Department of Training Publications at the engineering school in Fort Belvoir, Virginia. After the war, Glen continued to illustrate for Saturday Evening Post until 1948 when he switched to Collier’s Weekly. Within his long career he’s produced illustrations for other magazines including Good Housekeeping, Woman’s Home Companion, The American Magazine, Liberty, Parents, This Week, and Nation’s Business. He also continued advertisement illustrations for companies such as Ford Motor Company, General Foods, Erwin Mills, Good year, Bird’s Eye Frosted Foods, TWA, Proctor & Gamble, and Nunn-Bush Shoe Company to name a few.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Glen worked for Field & Streams and Sports Afield magazines illustrating hunting, camping, boating, and fishing scenes. He also started writing books. In 1963, he wrote the book, While Rivers Flow, which became a success when it first was published but lost a following when the publisher stopped its production. In his letters, Glen hinted at a possible movie deal with Hollywood but refused to get his hopes up after the book’s lack of continued success – which he blamed on the publisher. In 1971, he tried again with the book, The Cherokee Removal, 1983: An Entire Indian Nation Is Forced Out of Its Homeland, with some success.

Glen became heavily involved in political issues and during the Watergate scandal, he wrote to President Nixon almost weekly showing his support for the president and even expressing his thoughts on many issues. Glen continued writing short stories and illustrating up until his death on March 10, 1985.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection contains documents pertaining to the artist, Glen Fleischmann. The documents range in date from 1933-1984 with a large portion dating from the 1940s through 1970s. The content of the collection revolves largely around the Glen’s reference files (composed mostly of magazine and newspaper clippings on various subjects) but also includes his personal correspondence and written artwork. The collection is divided into three series: 1) Reference files, 2) Personal files and 3) Artwork.
**Note:** Glen’s original artwork (sketches, drawings, paintings, etc.) have been transferred to the Museum collections. Some photographs have been transferred to the photo component [RG4228.PH].

**INVENTORY**

Series 1 - Reference files  
Box 1  
Folder

1. ART - Architectural Design: *Fortune* magazine, October 1964 issue, pg 132-140  
2. ART - Battle, War: magazine and newspaper clippings, prints by various artists  
3. ART - Copper Engravings (Landscape - Seascape): prints by various artists  
4. ART - Drawings: magazine and newspaper clippings  
5. ART - FINE ARTS - Bellows, Degas, Homer, Renoir, Hopper: magazine and newspaper clippings  
6. ART - FINE ARTS - Brueghel, Peter: magazine clippings, other media  
7. ART - FINE ARTS - Cassatt, Mary: magazine and newspaper clippings  
8. ART - FINE ARTS - Dali, Salvador: magazine and newspaper clippings  
9. ART - FINE ARTS - Eakins, Thomas: magazine and newspaper clippings  
10. ART - FINE ARTS - El Greco: magazine clippings, postcard  
11. ART - FINE ARTS - Grosz, George: magazine clippings  
12. ART - FINE ARTS - Ingres: magazine clippings  
13. ART - FINE ARTS - Ingres: magazine clippings  
14. ART - FINE ARTS - Koch, John: magazine clippings  
15. ART - FINE ARTS - Sargent, John Singer: magazine and newspaper clippings  
16. ART - FINE ARTS - Wood, Grant: magazine and newspaper clippings  
17. ART - FINE ARTS - Wyeth, Andrew: magazine and newspaper clippings, museum exhibit information  
18. ART - FINE ARTS - MONUMENTS - Mount Rushmore: magazine and newspaper clippings  
19. ART - FINE ARTS - MONUMENTS - Statue of Liberty: magazine and newspaper clippings  
20. ART - FINE ARTS - MONUMENTS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings  
21. ART - FINE ARTS - Murals: magazine and newspaper clippings  
22. ART - FINE ARTS - Paintings: magazine clippings  
23. ART - FINE ARTS - Paintings: magazine and newspaper clippings  
24. ART - FINE ARTS - Paintings: magazine clippings  
25. ART - FINE ARTS - PAINTINGS - Landscape, Seascape: magazine and newspaper clippings, print by unknown artist, other media  
26. ART - FINE ARTS - PAINTINGS - Landscape, Seascape: magazine and newspaper clippings, print by unknown artist, other media  
27. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS - Copley, John Singleton: magazine clippings  
28. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS - Davis, Gladys Rockmore: magazine clippings  
29. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS - Rembrandt van Rijn: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards
30. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS - Stuart, Gilbert: magazine clippings
31. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS - Stuart, Gilbert: magazine clippings
32. ART - FINE ARTS - PORTRAITS MISC: magazine clippings, print by J. Jenkins
33. ART - FINE ARTS - PRINTS - Chinese, Japanese: magazine clippings
34. ART - FINE ARTS - Sculpture: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. ART - FINE ARTS - Trophies, Medals, Plaques: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. ART - GENRE - American: magazine clippings
37. ART - GENRE - Foreign: magazine clippings, prints by various artists
38. ART - IDEAS - Composition Ideas: magazine and newspaper clippings
39. ART - IDEAS - Holiday Atmosphere: magazine and newspaper clippings, holiday proofs
40. ART - IDEAS - MOOD - Night Scenes: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
41. ART - IDEAS - MOOD - People By A Window: magazine and newspaper clippings
42. ART - IDEAS - MOOD - Sunlight and Deep Shadow: magazine and newspaper clippings
43. ART - IDEAS - Portrait Ideas: magazine clippings
44. ART - IDEAS - Portraits - TIME Covers: magazine clippings
45. ART - IDEAS - Posters: magazine clippings
46. ART - IDEAS - Reference Books: magazine and newspaper clippings, catalogs, mailers
47. ART - IDEAS - Reference Books: magazine and newspaper clippings, catalogs, mailers

(See Box 22)
48. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Buildings: magazine clippings, postcard, other media
49. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Lake & Streams: magazine clippings

Box 2
Folder

1. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Landscapes: magazine clippings
2. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - People Indoors: magazine clippings
3. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - People Outdoors: magazine clippings
4. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - People Outdoors: magazine clippings
5. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Room Interiors: magazine clippings
6. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Room Interiors: magazine clippings
7. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Seascapes: magazine clippings
8. ART - IDEAS - COLOR - Snowscapes: magazine clippings
9. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Automobiles: magazine clippings
10. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Children’s Book Art: newspaper clippings
11. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Drawing Lines: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - DRAWING LINES - Vehicles: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - General: magazine clippings
14. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - HOUSE EXTERIORS - Architectural Renderings: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - HOUSE INTERIORS - Architectural Renderings: magazine clippings
16. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Industrial: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - LINE DRAWINGS - Animals, Birds, Wildlife: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - LINE DRAWINGS - Dallison, Ken: magazine clippings
19. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - LINE DRAWINGS - Levine, D: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - LINE DRAWINGS - McNelly: newspaper clippings (political cartoons)
21. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Pencil Drawings: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Still Life: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. ART - ILLUSTRATIONS - Still Life: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Anderson, Harry N: magazine clippings
25. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Bingham, James R: magazine clippings
26. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Bowler, Joe: magazine clippings
27. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - BRIGGS, AUSTIN - Full Modeling: magazine clippings

Box 3
Folder

1. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - BRIGGS, AUSTIN - Line Techniques: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Cleland: magazine clippings
3. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - De Mers: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Dunn, Harvey: magazine clippings
5. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Falter, John: magazine clippings
6. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - FALTER, JOHN - Ads: magazine clippings
7. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - FALTER, JOHN - Covers: magazine clippings
8. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - FAWCETT, ROBERT - Ads: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - FAWCETT, ROBERT - Stories: magazine clippings
10. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - FAWCETT, ROBERT - Stories: magazine clippings
11. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Fuchs, Bernie: magazine clippings, TV Guide covers
12. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Fuchs, Bernie: magazine clippings, TV Guide covers, automobile ads
13. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - GANNAM, JOHN - Ads: magazine clippings
14. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - GANNAM, JOHN - Colored Stories: magazine clippings
15. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - GANNAM, JOHN - Stories: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Hughes, George: magazine clippings
18. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Kuhn, Bob: magazine clippings
19. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Larner, Lucia: magazine clippings
20. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Ludekens, Fred: magazine clippings
21. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - McMahon, Franklin: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Martin, David Stone: magazine clippings
23. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - PEAK, BOB - Ads & Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings, TV Guide covers
24. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - PEAK, BOB - Fashions: magazine clippings
25. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Peterson, Perry: magazine clippings
26. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Riley, Ken: magazine clippings
27. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Roberts, Morton: magazine clippings
28. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Schmidt, Harvey: magazine clippings
29. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Schwartz, Daniel: *Fortune* magazine February 1964 issue, pg. 84-92
30. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Sickles, Noel: magazine clippings
31. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Smith, W.A.: magazine clippings
32. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Teague, Donald: magazine clippings

Box 4
Folder

1. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Utz, Thornton: magazine clippings
2. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Von Schmidt, Harold: magazine clippings
3. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Von Schmidt, Harold: magazine clippings
4. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Weaver, Robert: magazine clippings
5. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Whitmore, Coby: magazine clippings
6. ART - ILLUSTRATORS - Wilson, Mortimer: magazine clippings
7. ART - JEWELRY - Jade, Carvings, Gems: magazine clippings
8. ART - NEWS - Auctions, Exhibits, etc.: newspaper clippings
9. ART - OUTDOOR SPORTS - Hunting, Fishing, Boating, etc.: magazine clippings, *TV Guide* cover
10. ART - WESTERN - Clark, Benton: magazine clippings
11. ART - WESTERN - Clark, Matt: magazine clippings
12. ART - WESTERN - Gannam, John: magazine clippings
13. ART - WESTERN - Remington, Frederic: magazine clippings
14. ART - WESTERN - Teague, Donald: magazine clippings
15. ART - WESTERN - Von Schmidt, Harold: magazine clippings
16. ART - WESTERN MATERIAL - Old Photos, Movie Shots: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. ART - WESTERN MATERIAL - Rodeo: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. ART - WESTERN MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. ART - Ye Olde Tyme Skeleton Closet: magazine clippings
20. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Before 1800 Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcard, prints by various artists
21. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Before 1800 Misc: magazine clippings, prints by various artists
22. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - 1800-1900: magazine and newspaper clippings, prints by various artists
23. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - 1825-1850: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - 1850-1875: magazine clippings
25. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - 1875-1900: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - SINCE 1900 - Photos & Illustrations: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - ALLEGORICAL - Lodge Regalia, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - AMERICAN - Before 1800 Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - AMERICAN - Pilgrims: magazine and newspaper clippings, prints by various artists
31. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Arms, armor: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards
32. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Biblical: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards, prints by various artists
33. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - EXPLORERS - ARMOR - Spanish, Portuguese, French: magazine clippings
34. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Joan of Arc: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Pirates, Gypsies: magazine and newspaper clippings

Box 5
Folder

1. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Roman: magazine clippings, prints by various artists
2. COSTUME - HISTORICAL - Santa, Father Time, Little New Year: magazine and newspaper clippings, proofs
3. COSTUME - HISTORICAL MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. FASHION: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - CHIEF EXECUTIVES - Hitler: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - CHIEF EXECUTIVES - Royalty: magazine and newspaper clippings, prints by various artists
7. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA - City of Washington: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards
8. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - Government Assemblies: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - BUILDINGS - Palaces, Official Residences: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - BUILDINGS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcard
11. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - Political Campaigning By Train: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - POLITICAL CONVENTIONS - Election Activities: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - Political Events: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - POLITICAL FIGURES - American: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - POLITICAL FIGURES - Foreign: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - POLITICAL FIGURES - Mixed: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - Presidential Inaugurations: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - Presidential Security: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - ROYALTY - English, Scottish: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - ROYALTY - English, Scottish: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - State Capitols: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. Capitol: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. Congress: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Ford, Gerald: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Jefferson, Thomas: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Johnson, Lyndon B: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Kennedy, John F: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Lincoln, Abraham: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Nixon, Richard: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Reagan, Ronald: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Roosevelt, Franklin D: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Truman, Harry: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Washington, George: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES - Wilson, Woodrow: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - U.S. PRESIDENTS & FAMILIES MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
Box 6
Folder

1. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - WHITE HOUSE - Exterior: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - WHITE HOUSE - Interior: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. GOVERNMENT - ADMINISTRATION - WHITE HOUSE - Presidential Office Group: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - FIGHTS - One to One: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - FIRE DEPARTMENTS - Marine: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - FIRE FIGHTING - Historical: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - FIRE FIGHTING - Ladders & Cherry Pickers: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - FIRE FIGHTING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Fire Houses, Engines, Equipment: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Fire Hydrant, Alarm Boxes, Extinguishers: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Fire Rescue Work, Fireman Funerals, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Law Courts: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Notorious Criminals: Newspaper Clippings
14. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Arrests, Paddy Wagon, Etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Departments: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - FEDERAL - FBI, Treasury, Secret Service: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Funerals: Newspaper Clippings
18. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Horse Mounted: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Motorcycle: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Murders: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Shootouts: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - State, Sheriffs, Border Patrols: magazine and newspaper clippings, letter, The Trooper newsletter April 1973 issue by New York State Police, other media
23. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - POLICE - Stations, Training, Technology, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Prisons, Jails: magazine and newspaper clippings, Stone & Steel - The Way of Life in A Penitentiary” by Lewis E. Lawes (1941)
25. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Riots, Fights: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Robberies: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Sanitation Department: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. GOVERNMENT - CIVIL PROTECTION - Street Repairs: newspaper clippings
29. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - Museums, Libraries: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - School Buses: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - SCHOOL - Country: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - SCHOOLS - College: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - SCHOOLS - Grade, Prep, High: magazine and newspaper clippings, Rowles Furniture & Equipment catalog by E.W.A. Rowles Co.
34. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - SCHOOLS - Grade, Prep, High: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards, PHOTO, other media, Citizenship - Know It, Live It, Cherish It by Lincoln Public Schools
35. GOVERNMENT - EDUCATION - SCOUTS - Boy, Girl: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Barbeque Pits, Grills: magazine clippings
37. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Doorways: magazine and newspaper clippings
38. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Garden Tools, Green Houses: magazine and newspaper clippings
39. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Gates, Fences: magazine clippings

Box 7
Folder

1. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Terrace & Porch Furniture: magazine clippings, Gold Medal Quality Folding Furniture for 1933 catalog
2. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR - Terraces, Porches, Patios: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. HOMES - DESIGN - EXTERIOR MISC: magazine clippings
4. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Attics, Basements: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Bathrooms: magazine clippings
6. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - BATHROOMS - Recently Clipped 7-12-1962: magazine clippings
7. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - BEDROOMS - Modern: magazine clippings
9. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - BEDROOMS - Traditional: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - BEDROOMS - Traditional: magazine clippings
11. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - BEDROOMS - Toiletries: magazine clippings
12. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Boy’s, Girl’s Rooms: magazine clippings
13. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - DINING ROOMS - Modern: magazine clippings
14. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - DINING ROOMS - Traditional: magazine clippings
15. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Halls, Stairways: magazine clippings
16. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - KITCHENS - Modern: magazine clippings, Bloomingdale’s A Harvest of Housewares catalog (undated)
17. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - KITCHENS - Modern: magazine clippings
18. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - KITCHENS - MODERN - Recently Clipped 7-12-1962: magazine clippings
19. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - KITCHENS - Stoves, Refrigerators: magazine clippings
20. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - KITCHENS - Traditional: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Libraries, Studies: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - LIVING ROOMS - Modern: magazine clippings
23. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - LIVING ROOMS - Traditional: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Mansion Interiors: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Music Rooms: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Nurseries: magazine and newspaper clippings

Box 8
Folder

1. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Recreation Rooms: magazine clippings
2. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Storage Ideas: magazine clippings
3. HOMES - DESIGN - INTERIOR - Work Rooms, Women: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Antiques: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Bric-A-Brac, Screens, Figurines: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Bird Cages: magazine clippings
8. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Cabinets, Chests: magazine clippings
9. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - CHAIRS: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - CHAIRS - Rockers: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - CHAIRS & SOFAS: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - CHAIRS & SOFAS: Victorian: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Chinese Modern Décor: magazine clippings
14. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Clocks, Hour Glasses, Sundials: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Doorways, Windows, Drapery, Wall Papers, Floor Coverings: magazine clippings
16. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - FIREPLACES - Fine Mantels: magazine clippings
17. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - FIREPLACES - Plain, Colonial: magazine clippings
18. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Furniture Designs, Crafts, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - LAMPS - Hanging, Chandeliers: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - LAMPS - New: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - LAMPS - Old, Lanterns, Candlesticks: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Mirrors: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Pazinger Originals, Inc.: magazine clippings
24. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Stoves: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Tables, Tea Carts, Magazine Racks: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Vases, Urns: magazine clippings
27. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Wall Brackets, Pedestals, Recesses: magazine clippings
28. HOMES - FURNISHINGS - Wall Pictures: magazine clippings
11. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - FOODS MISC: magazine clippings
12. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - Table Settings: magazine clippings, Reflecting Elegance Catalog by Plummer Fifth Avenue (undated)
13. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - TABLEWARE - China: magazine clippings
14. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - TABLEWARE - Glass: magazine clippings
15. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - TABLEWARE - Silver, Metal Ware: magazine clippings
16. HOMES - TABLEWARE/FOOD/DRINKS - TABLEWARE MISC: magazine clippings
17. HOTELS: magazine and newspaper clippings, postcards
19. HOUSES - Apartments, Town Houses, Tenements: magazine and newspaper clippings, floor plan, other media
20. HOUSES - Clubs: magazine clippings
21. HOUSES - Estates, mansions: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. HOUSES - HOME IDEAS - Decorations: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. HOUSES - HOME IDEAS - Exterior: magazine clippings
24. HOUSES - HOME IDEAS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, Decorating Retailer magazine (July 1965)
25. HOUSE STYLES - Budget Class: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. HOUSE STYLES - Cabins, Lodges: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. HOUSE STYLES - Historic: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. HOUSE STYLES - Medium Class: magazine clippings
29. HOUSE STYLES - Modern: magazine clippings

Box 10
Folder

1. HOUSE STYLES - Old, Obsolete: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. HOUSE STYLES - Southern Colonial: magazine clippings
3. HOUSE STYLES - Spanish: magazine clippings
4. NATURE - ANIMALS - ALLEGORICAL: magazine clippings, Print by S. Lacey
5. NATURE - ANIMALS - LARGE MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, poster
6. NATURE - ANIMALS - SMALL MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, poster
7. NATURE - AMPHIBIANS - Frogs, Toads, Turtles: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. NATURE - AMPHIBIANS - Salamanders: magazine clippings
9. NATURE - BIRDS - Bats: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. NATURE - BIRDS - Condors, Hawks, Vultures, Ospreys, Falcons: magazine and newspaper clippings, poster
11. NATURE - BIRDS - Crows: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. NATURE - BIRDS - Eagles: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. NATURE - BIRDS - Extinct: magazine clippings
14. NATURE - BIRDS - Jays: magazine clippings
15. NATURE - BIRDS - Nestlings, Mothers Feeding Young: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. NATURE - BIRDS - Ostrich: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. NATURE - BIRDS - Owls: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. NATURE - BIRDS - Parakeets: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. NATURE - BIRDS - Parrots, Macaws, Cockatoos, Toucans: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. NATURE - BIRDS - Peafowl: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. NATURE - BIRDS - Penguins: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. NATURE - BIRDS - Pigeons, Doves: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. NATURE - BIRDS - Shore & Water: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Egrets: magazine clippings
25. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Flamingos: magazine clippings
26. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Gulls: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Loons: magazine clippings
28. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Pelicans: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Puffins: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Spoonbills: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. NATURE - BIRDS - SHORE & WATER - Storks: magazine clippings
32. NATURE - BIRDS - WATER FOWL - Ducks, Coots: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. NATURE - BIRDS - WATER FOWL - Swans: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. NATURE - BIRDS - WATER FOWL - Wild Geese: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. NATURE - BIRDS - Woodpeckers: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. NATURE - BIRDS LARGE MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
37. NATURE - BIRDS SMALL MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
38. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Afghans: magazine and newspaper clippings
39. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Bassets: magazine and newspaper clippings
40. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Beagles: magazine clippings
41. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Boxers: magazine clippings
42. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Bulls, Bostons, Pugs: magazine and newspaper clippings
43. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Chows, Samoyeds: magazine and newspaper clippings
44. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Dachshunds: magazine and newspaper clippings
45. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Dalmatians: magazine and newspaper clippings
46. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Dobermans: magazine and newspaper clippings
47. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - German Shepherds: magazine and newspaper clippings
48. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Great Danes: magazine and newspaper clippings
49. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Greyhounds, Whippets: magazine and newspaper clippings
50. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Pekineses: magazine clippings
51. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Pointer: magazine clippings
52. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Pomeranian: magazine clippings
53. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Poodles: magazine and newspaper clippings
54. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - Setters: magazine and newspaper clippings
Box 11
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1. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SHEEPDOGS - Collies: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SHEEPDOGS - Shetlands: magazine clippings
3. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SHEEPDOGS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SPANIELS - Action: magazine clippings
5. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SPANIELS - Sitting, Reclining: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SPANIELS - Standing: magazine clippings
7. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - SPANIELS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - St. Bernards, Great Pyrenees: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - TERRIERS - Scottish, Sealyhams: magazine clippings
10. NATURE - DOGS - BREEDS - TERRIERS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. NATURE - DOGS - ERECT - Hind Legs or Haunches: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. NATURE - DOGS - Kennels, Shows, Pet Shops, Vets: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. NATURE - DOGS - People Holding or Washing: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. NATURE - DOGS - Reclining: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. NATURE - DOGS - Running, Walking, Jumping: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. NATURE - DOGS - Seeing Eye: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. NATURE - DOGS - Sitting: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. NATURE - DOGS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. NATURE - INSECTS: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. NATURE - INSECTS - Bees, Wasps, Hornets: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. NATURE - INSECTS - Butterflies, Moths: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
22. NATURE - INSECTS - Spiders: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. NATURE - MAMMALS - Bears: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. NATURE - MAMMALS - BEARS - Polar: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. NATURE - MAMMALS - Beavers: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. NATURE - MAMMALS - Buffalo: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. NATURE - MAMMALS - Camels: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Crouched: magazine clippings
29. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Eating, Drinking: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Kittens: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
31. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Longhair: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Mother & Kittens: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - People Holding Cats: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Rear Views: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Reclining: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Siamese: magazine and newspaper clippings
37. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Sitting: magazine and newspaper clippings
38. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC - Standing, Walking: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
39. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - DOMESTIC MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
40. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - Lions: magazine and newspaper clippings
41. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - Lions, Tigers, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
42. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - Pumas, Cougars, Panthers, Mountain Lions: magazine and newspaper clippings
43. NATURE - MAMMALS - CATS - Tigers: magazine and newspaper clippings
44. NATURE - MAMMALS - Chipmunks, Ground Squirrels, Minnesota Gophers: magazine clippings
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1. NATURE - MAMMALS - Deer: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
2. NATURE - MAMMALS - DEER - Antelope: magazine clippings, other media
3. NATURE - MAMMALS - DEER - ANTELOPE - Africa, Asia: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. NATURE - MAMMALS - DEER - Caribou, Reindeer: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. NATURE - MAMMALS - DEER - Elk: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. NATURE - MAMMALS - DEER - Moose: magazine clippings
7. NATURE - MAMMALS - Elephants: magazine and newspaper clippings, Elephants by Wildlife Education, Ltd. (undated)
8. NATURE - MAMMALS - Foxes: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. NATURE - MAMMALS - Giraffes: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. NATURE - MAMMALS - Hippos, Rhinos: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. NATURE - MAMMALS - Kangaroos: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. NATURE - MAMMALS - Llamas: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. NATURE - MAMMALS - Mice, Rats: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. NATURE - MAMMALS - Okapi: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. NATURE - MAMMALS - Opossums: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. NATURE - MAMMALS - Otters: magazine clippings
17. NATURE - MAMMALS - Pandas, Koalas: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. NATURE - MAMMALS - PRIMATES - Chimps: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. NATURE - MAMMALS - PRIMATES - Gorillas: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. NATURE - MAMMALS - PRIMATES MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. NATURE - MAMMALS - Rabbits: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. NATURE - MAMMALS - Raccoons: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. NATURE - MAMMALS - SHEEP - Big Horn, Mountain Goats: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. NATURE - MAMMALS - Skunks: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. NATURE - MAMMALS - Squirrels: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. NATURE - MAMMALS - Wolves, Coyotes: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. NATURE - MAMMALS - Woodchucks, Marmots: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. NATURE - MAMMALS - Zebras: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Lobsters, Crabs, Crawfish, Shrimp: magazine clippings
30. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Octopus, Squids: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Porpoises, Dolphins: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Seals, Sea Lions, Sea Elephants, Walruses: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Sharks: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. NATURE - MARINE LIFE - Shells, Shellfish: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. NATURE - MARINE LIFE MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. NATURE - Prehistoric Life: magazine and newspaper clippings
37. NATURE - RETILES - Alligators, Crocodiles: magazine and newspaper clippings
38. NATURE - RETILES - Lizards: magazine and newspaper clippings
39. NATURE - RETILES - Snakes: magazine and newspaper clippings
40. NATURE - Tracks: magazine clippings
41. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Country: magazine clippings, other media
42. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - PARKS - City: magazine clippings
43. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Floods, Storms, Earthquakes: magazine and newspaper clippings
44. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Lakes, Streams: magazine and newspaper clippings
45. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Mountains: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
46. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - PARKS - City: magazine clippings
47. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - PARKS - National: magazine and newspaper clippings
48. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Rock Formations: magazine clippings
49. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Skies, Clouds: magazine clippings, other media
50. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Snow: magazine and newspaper clippings
51. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Swamps, Spanish Moss, Ferns: magazine and newspaper clippings
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1. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Trails, Country Roads: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Western: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
4. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - Flowers and Plants Close Up: magazine clippings
5. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - Flower Arrangements: magazine clippings, other media
6. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - Gardens: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - Greenhouses: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - PLANTS - Potted: magazine clippings
9. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - PLANTS - Wild: magazine clippings, other media
10. NATURE - PLANTS/FLOWERS - PLANTS - WILD - Mushrooms: magazine clippings
11. NATURE - TREES - Bark, Leaves, Seed Textures: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. NATURE - TREES - Conifer, Cypress: magazine clippings
13. NATURE - TREES - Evergreens, Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. NATURE - TREES - Forest Fires: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. NATURE - TREES - Tropical: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. NATURE - TREES - With Foliage Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. NATURE - TREES - Without Foliage Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Chickens: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Corn: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Dairy: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, etc.: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Fertilizing: newspaper clippings
23. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Field Work: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Field Work with Horses: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Fodder, Hay: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Fruit, Vegetables: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Horse, Mules: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Machinery: *1898 Montgomery Ward & Company Catalog*
29. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Pigs: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. OCCUPATIONS - ARGICULTURE - FARMING - Sheep, Goats: magazine and newspaper clippings
Box 14
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1. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - FARMING - Tobacco: magazine and newspaper clippings, *TobaccoLand USA* by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (1942)
2. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - FARMING - WHEAT - Modern: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - FARMING - WHEAT - Old: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
4. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - FARMING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - FARMING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - Cattle: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - Chuck Wagons: magazine clippings
8. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - Horses, Dudes: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - HORSES - Galloping: magazine clippings
10. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - HORSES - Standing: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. OCCUPATIONS - AGRICULTURE - RANCHING - HORSES - Walking, Cantering: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Designers: magazine Clippings
13. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Engineers: magazine clippings
14. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Illustrators: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. ART - Illustrators: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Painters: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Photographers, Cinematographers: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Sculptors: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Writers: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. OCCUPATIONS - ARTS - Writers: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - Auctions: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - Banks, Stock Markets, Money: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - OFFICES - Buildings: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - OFFICES - Typewriters, Dictaphones: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - Peddlers, Vendors: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - STORES - Exteriors: magazine and newspaper clippings (See Box 22)
28. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - STORES - Food Markets: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - STORES - Interiors: magazine and newspaper clippings (See Box 22)
30. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - Bull Horns, Sound Trucks: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - Postal Service: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - PUBLISHING - Presses, Linotypes: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - PUBLISHING - Print Shop Machinery Misc: magazine clippings
34. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - PUBLISHING - Writing, Editing, Distribution: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - Radio: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - Telegraphs and Wireless: magazine and newspaper clippings
37. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - TELEPHONE - Linemen, Servicing: magazine and newspaper clippings
38. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - TELEPHONE - Pay Phone: magazine clippings

Box 15
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1. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - TELEPHONE - Switchboards: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. OCCUPATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS - Television: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. OCCUPATIONS - ELECTRIC POWER - Atomic Power: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. OCCUPATIONS - ELECTRIC POWER - Dams: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. OCCUPATIONS - ELECTRIC POWER MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. OCCUPATIONS - METAL WORKING - FURNACES - Blasts, Pits, Oven Hearths: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. OCCUPATIONS - METAL WORKING - Non-Ferrous: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. OCCUPATIONS - METAL WORKING - Rolling Mills: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. OCCUPATIONS - METAL WORKING - Steel, Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. OCCUPATIONS - METAL WORKING - Welding Machines: magazine clippings
12. OCCUPATIONS - MINING - Coal: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. OCCUPATIONS - MINING - Gold, Silver, Radium: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. OCCUPATIONS - MINING - Iron, Copper, Sulphur, Salt, Chrome, Gypsum: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. OCCUPATIONS - MINING - Loading, Hauling: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. OCCUPATIONS - MINING - Quarries, Stone Products: magazine clippings
17. OCCUPATIONS - MINING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. OCCUPATIONS - SERVICES - Barbers, Beauty Shops: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. OCCUPATIONS - SERVICES - Butlers, Maids, Valets, Laundries: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. OCCUPATIONS - SERVICES - Chefs, Bakers: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. OCCUPATIONS - SERVICES - Tailors, Dressmakers: magazine clippings
22. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - Chemistry: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - Exploration Under Water: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - Medical Anatomy: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Examination, Diagnosis: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Obstetrics, Maternity: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Surgery: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Therapy, Prosthetics, Geriatrics: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE - Traction: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - MEDICINE MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - METEOROLOGY - Weather Balloons, Electronic Surveillance: magazine and newspaper clippings
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1. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - ROCKETRY - Space Exploration: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - ROCKETRY - Space Exploration: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - Atomic Energy: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - Microscopes: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - Telescopes, Observatories: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. OCCUPATIONS - SCIENCES - X-Rays, Spectroscopes: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - CRAFTS - Blacksmiths, Farriers: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - CRAFTS - Ceramics: magazine clippings
11. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - CRAFTS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Fishing: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - FISHING - Whaling: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Food Processing: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - FOOD PROCESSING - Meats: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - FOOD PROCESSING - Sugar, Syrups: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Glass: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Liquors, Beverages, Wines: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Lumber: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - OIL - Historical: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - OIL - Old Material: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - OIL & GAS - Recent: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Rubber: magazine clippings
26. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Cotton: magazine clippings
27. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Linen: magazine clippings
28. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Silk: magazine clippings
29. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Spinning: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Weaving: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES - Wool: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - TEXTILES MISCELLANEOUS: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES - Weighing Scales: magazine and newspaper clippings
34. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
35. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
36. OCCUPATIONS - MISC. INDUSTRIES MISC. - Plant Entrances, Time Clocks, Wash-ups, Fountains, Cafeterias: magazine clippings
37. PEOPLE - ANATOMY - Hands, Men’s: magazine clippings
38. PEOPLE - ANATOMY - Hands, Women’s: magazine clippings
39. PEOPLE - ANATOMY - Necks: magazine clippings
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1. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - Indians: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - Indians: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - INDIANS - Recent News Items: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - Men: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - MEN - Bearded: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - MEN - Fat: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - MEN - Ideal For Face or Hair: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - Negros: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - Rural America: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. PEOPLE - CHARACTERS - WOMEN - Elderly: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. PEOPLE - CHILDREN: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Down In Back: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Down Over Ears: magazine clippings
14. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Historic: magazine clippings
15. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Pigtails: magazine clippings
16. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Short: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. PEOPLE - COUFFURES - Upswept: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. PEOPLE - EXPRESSIONS - MEN - Laughing: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. PEOPLE - EXPRESSIONS - MEN - Mugging: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. PEOPLE - EXPRESSIONS - Women: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Action, Misc: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Dressing, Bathing: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Falling: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Jumping, Leaping: newspaper clippings
25. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Kneeling, Squatting, Crouching: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - REAR - At Desk, Table: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - REAR - Sitting: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - REAR - Standing: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - REAR - Stooping, Kneeling, Sitting on Ground: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - REAR - Walking, Running: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Reclining in Bed: magazine and newspaper clippings
32. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Relaxed, Stretched Out: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Shaking Hands: magazine clippings
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1. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - At Desk, Table: magazine and newspaper clippings
3. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - Floor, Ground: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - Holding Child or Woman: magazine and newspaper clippings
5. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - Leaning Forward: magazine and newspaper clippings
6. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - On Desk, Table: magazine and newspaper clippings
7. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING - Overcoats: magazine and newspaper clippings
8. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
9. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - SITTING MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
10. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - Holding Child or Women: magazine and newspaper clippings
11. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - In Overalls: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - In Shirt, Sweater, Windbreaker: magazine and newspaper clippings
13. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - In Suits: magazine and newspaper clippings
14. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - In Suits: magazine and newspaper clippings
15. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - On the Head: newspaper clippings
16. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - STANDING - With Coat or Holding Coat, Hat: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Stooping: magazine and newspaper clippings
18. PEOPLE - FIGURES - MEN - Walking, Running: magazine and newspaper clippings
19. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Dressing, Make-up, Bath: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Falling: magazine clippings
21. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Holding Child: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Kneeling, Sitting On Ground: magazine and newspaper clippings
23. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Mother, Child Groups: magazine clippings
24. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Rear: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - RECLINING - In Bed or Ground: magazine and newspaper clippings
26. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Sitting: magazine and newspaper clippings
27. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - SITTING - At Desk, Table: magazine and newspaper clippings
28. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - SITTING - Evening Gowns: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Special: magazine and newspaper clippings

Box 19
Folder

1. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Standing: magazine clippings
2. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Stooping: magazine clippings
3. PEOPLE - FIGURES - WOMEN - Walking, Running: magazine clippings
4. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Fonssagrives, Lisa: magazine clippings
5. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Hayward, Susan: magazine clippings
6. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Jenks, Sue: magazine clippings
7. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Jenny, Dana: magazine clippings
8. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Leigh, Vivian: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
9. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Lynn, Diana: magazine clippings
10. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Nicholas, Olga: magazine clippings
11. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Parker, Susie: magazine clippings
12. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Parker, Susie: magazine clippings
13. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Robertson, Anya: magazine clippings
14. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - ACTRESS/MODEL - Wilhelmina: magazine clippings
15. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - Front: magazine and newspaper clippings
16. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - Profile: magazine and newspaper clippings
17. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - Three-Quarters: magazine clippings
18. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - TYPES - Swiss Blondie: magazine clippings
19. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS - TYPES - VK Girl: magazine and newspaper clippings
20. PEOPLE - PRETTY GIRLS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
21. RELIGION - CATHOLIC - Churches and Graveyards: magazine and newspaper clippings
22. RELIGION - CATHOLIC - Pope and Vatican: magazine and newspaper clippings, other media
23. RELIGION - CATHOLIC MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
24. RELIGION - Churches and Graveyards: magazine and newspaper clippings
25. RELIGION - CHURCHES - ENGLAND - Exteriors: magazine clippings primary from The Architect and The Builder from the late 1800s, The Brochure Series of Architectural Illustration, vol. 06, No. 12, December 1900 The Cathedrals of England by Various Authors (See Box 22)
26. RELIGION - CHURCHES - ENGLAND - Interiors: magazine clippings primary from The Architect and The Builder from the late 1800s (See Box 22)
27. RELIGION - CHURCHES - Foreign: magazine and newspaper clippings primary from The Architect and The Builder from the late 1800s, other media (See Box 22)
28. RELIGION - Funerals, Christenings: magazine and newspaper clippings
29. RELIGION - Jewish: magazine and newspaper clippings
30. RELIGION - WEDDINGS - Brides: magazine and newspaper clippings
31. RELIGION - WEDDINGS - Ceremonies: magazine clippings
32. RELIGION - WEDDINGS MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings
33. RELIGION MISC: magazine and newspaper clippings

Series 2 - Personal files

34. CORRESPONDENCE - Bischof, Herman & Virginia, 1946-1967, undated (letters, cards)
35. CORRESPONDENCE - Brown, Coletta (Niece) & Family, 1963-1982, undated (letters, cards)
36. CORRESPONDENCE - Cass County Historical Museum: (1962-1963) letters, postcard, newspaper clipping
37. CORRESPONDENCE - Cochran, Rachelle (Sister): (1960-1980) letters, cards
38. CORRESPONDENCE - Coon, Ralph & Family: (1952-1983) letters, cards
39. CORRESPONDENCE - Dean, JoAnn (Niece) & Family: (1955-1984) letters, cards, newspaper clipping

Box 20
Folder

1. CORRESPONDENCE - Evelyn’s Friends: (1940-1979, undated) letters, postcards
2. CORRESPONDENCE - Gade, Leda (Sister) & Delores (Niece): (1963-1984, undated) letters, cards
3. CORRESPONDENCE - Hoffman, Ed: (1937-1964) letters, cards, postcards
5. CORRESPONDENCE - Koop, Marion: (1967-1979) letters, cards
6. CORRESPONDENCE - Petersons: (1945-1972) letters, cards
7. CORRESPONDENCE - Reed, Phil: (1945-1971) letters, cards, magazine clippings
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CORRESPONDENCE - Ronning, Peg Lynch</td>
<td>(1949-1953) letters, cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CORRESPONDENCE - Wylie, Max</td>
<td>(1963) letters, newspaper clippings on Max’s daughter’s murder and Max’s suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CORRESPONDENCE MISC - Friends</td>
<td>(1944-1982, undated) letters, cards, postcards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CORRESPONDENCE MISC - Relatives</td>
<td>(1950-1983) letters, cards, postcards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - Artists’ Letters</td>
<td>(1933-1962) letters, postcards, addresses, newspaper clipping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - ART DIRECTORS - Madison Advertising</td>
<td>(1963-1968, undated) letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - ART DIRECTORS - Nation’s Business</td>
<td>(1950-1953, undated) letters, photographed sketch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - ART DIRECTORS - Saturday Evening Post</td>
<td>(1937-1974, undated) letters, telegram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - ART DIRECTORS MISC. - Before 1940</td>
<td>(1933-1939) letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - ART DIRECTORS MISC. - Since 1940</td>
<td>(1940-1984, undated) letters, telegram, newspaper clipping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - Author to Illustrator</td>
<td>(1944-1950) letters, newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ILLUSTRATOR LETTERS - Reader to Illustrator</td>
<td>(1943-1981) letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>POLITICAL LETTERS MISC: (1963-1980) letters to members of Congress, Senate, and Supreme Court including one letter from Congress Representative Gerald Ford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>LETTERS MISC: (1964-1981) letters, Christmas card list, newspaper clipping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Book Ads/Library List</td>
<td>includes newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Chappaquiddick</td>
<td>letters, magazine and newspaper clippings on Ted Kennedy’s scandal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Election Data</td>
<td>letter, magazine and newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - FREEDOM THE PRESS</td>
<td>Media Curbs &amp; Self Contradictions: magazine and newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Government Issues</td>
<td>magazine and newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Hiring Quota Favoring Minorities or Women</td>
<td>newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - JUDICIAL EXCESSES</td>
<td>Court-Ordered Busing: magazine and newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - JUDICIAL EXCESSES MISC.</td>
<td>newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>THEMES &amp; ISSUES - Medical Care News</td>
<td>newspaper clippings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
35. THEMES & ISSUES - Nebraska Historical Newsletter, 1965-1966
36. THEMES & ISSUES - Nebraska Newspaper Clippings
37. THEMES & ISSUES - Nuclear Technology: magazine and newspaper clippings
38. THEMES & ISSUES - Presidency, Inherent Powers: magazine and newspaper clippings
39. THEMES & ISSUES - Psychiatry: newspaper clippings
40. THEMES & ISSUES - Union Labor News Clips
41. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and the Presidency: letters, drafts

Box 21
Folder

1. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #1: magazine and newspaper clippings
2. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #2: newspaper clippings
3. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #3: magazine and newspaper clippings
4. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #4: newspaper clippings
5. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #5: magazine and newspaper clippings, letters
6. THEMES & ISSUES - Watergate and Related Material #6: newspaper clippings
7. THEMES & ISSUES - WATERGATE - TIME & Newsweek Material: magazine clippings
8. THEMES & ISSUES - Misc. Newspaper Clippings
9. Fitzpatrick Tracing: genealogy notes on Evelyn Fleischmann’s family, newspaper clippings
10. Memories, Notes: includes autobiographical notes
11. Publicity: magazine and newspaper clippings
12. Teka, Tami, Winki: Glen’s cats' information, Cat Fancier’s Association, Inc. pedigree registration forms, newspaper clippings

Series 3 - Artwork

13. The Empty Sneaker Written Artwork
14. Ideological Incest in Mass Media Written Artwork
15. Mr. Gromyko Says Da Written Artwork
17. Macy’s Newspaper Ads
18. TEEM Newspaper Ads
19. TWA Newspaper Ads (See Box 22)
21. Field & Stream Magazine Articles & Covers
22. Field & Stream Magazine Boating Illustrations
23. Field & Stream Magazine “Boatman’s Handbook” Illustrations
24. Field & Stream Magazine Hunting Illustrations
26. Nation’s Business Magazine Covers (See Box 22)
27. Sports Afield Magazine Camping Illustrations
29. Sports Afield Magazine Fishing & Boating Illustrations
30. Sports Afield Magazine Hunting Illustrations
31. Sports Afield Magazine Outdoor Cooking & Food Prep Illustrations
32. Sports Afield Magazine Trucking Illustrations
33. Sports Afield Magazine Winter Sports Illustrations
34. Sports Afield Magazine “Your Vacation Home” Illustrations
35. Sports Afield Magazine Fishing Annual (1975): illustrations on pgs. 42-45 (See Box 22)
36. Sports Afield Magazine Hunting Annuals (1972): illustrations on pgs. 98-103 (See Box 22)
37. Sports Afield Magazine Hunting Annual (1975): illustrations on pg. 101 (See Box 22)
40. Boating Illustrations
41. Camping Illustrations
42. Fishing Illustrations
43. Hunting Illustrations
44. Book Cover Illustrations
45. Fashion Proofs

Box 22 (contains materials from Series 1 and Series 3)
Folder

1. ART - IDEAS - Reference Books (from B1, F47)
2. NATURE - LANDSCAPE - Desert (from B12, F42)
3. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - STORES - Exteriors (from B14, F27)
4. OCCUPATIONS - BUSINESS - STORES - Interiors (from B14, F29)
5. RELIGION - CHURCHES - ENGLAND - Exteriors (from B19, F25)
6. RELIGION - CHURCHES - ENGLAND - Interiors (from B19, F26)
7. RELIGION - CHURCHES - ENGLAND - Foreign (from B19, F27)
8. TWA Newspaper Ads (from B21, F19)
9. Nation’s Business Magazine Covers (from B21, F26)
10. Sports Afield Magazine Fishing Annual (1975) (from B21, F35)
11. Sports Afield Magazine Hunting Annuals (1972) (from B21, F36)
Box 23 (Oversize)
Folder

1. Erwin Mills ADS
2. Macy’s ADS
3. Pall Mall Cigarettes ADS
4. Fashion Proofs
5. Miscellaneous Magazine Illustrations
6. Colliers Weekly
7. AMF Pinspotters Inc. ADS
8. Pan-Am ADS
9. U.S. Savings Bonds ADS
10. Miscellaneous ADS
11. Good Year ADS
12. Texaco Petrochemicals ADS
13. Armour Canned Meats ADS
14. Swan soup ADS
15. Postum Instant Coffee ADS
16. Paul Jones Whiskey ADS
17. TWA ADS
18. Mercury 8 ADS
19. Malory Hats ADS
20. Haig & Haig Scotch ADS
21. General Mills ADS
22. Bakers of America ADS
23. Florida Citrus Commission ADS
24. Fels-Naptha Soap ADS
25. Wembley ties ADS
26. Wear Ever ADS
27. Van Heusen ADS
28. Saturday Evening Post
29. Metropolitan Life Insurance ADS
30. Bird’s Eye Frosted Foods, ADS
31. Arrow Ties/ Arrow Hill Shirts ADS
32. Ten High Beer ADS
33. Mum Deodorant ADS
34. Outdoor magazine clippings/proofs
35. Conoco Nth Motor oil ADS

Box 24 - Portfolios (Oversize)
Item

1. Sport Instruction, “Fishing Handbook” Line drawings, 26 pages
5. Magazine spread, airplane, “Prepare for the Unexpected”
7. Cover Design, “Field and stream” Boat Show Section
8. Magazine cover, “Union Station, Washington”
10. Magazine Cover, “Matapeake Ferry”
11. Magazine Spread, Tidal basin, “Quality Duck Hunting”
12. Supplement Design, “your Vacation Home” Magazine Insert, 12 pages
14. Children (Sons and Father), “Black with Crows” Story Illustration
15. Transportation, “Traveling with Guns” Airport Scene
16. Transportation, “Traveling with Guns” Airport Scene duplicate
17. Magazine spread, boots, “Outdoor Footwear”
18. Sport Instruction, “Outdoor Footwear”
19. Transportation Authority, “How We Got Here” recreation travel history
20. Transportation Authority, “How We Got Here” recreation travel history duplicate
21. Sport Instruction, “Trout Superlative”
22. Drama, Lady Detective, “The Iron Butterfly” Part 4 of Serial
23. Costume, Romance, “The Impudent Rifle” part 2 of serial
24. Costume Romance, “The Impudent Rifle” Part 4 of serial
25. Drama, Murder Mystery, “Hangover House” part 1 of serial
26. Drama, Western, “gold Miner’s Ghost” Story Illustration
27. Characters, Hillbilly, “A Singular State O’ Goodness”
29. Drama, Forger and Spies, “Visa for X”
30. Characters, Lady on a Broom, “Miss Emmeline Takes Off”
31. Drama, Family, “Summer’s Ending”
32. Costume, 1913 Comedy, “the Country Club Set”
33. Drama, Love Story, “When You Come Home” part 4 of serial
34. Magazine 3-pager, “New Trends in Hull design”
35. Cover Design, “Field and Stream” 6 sporting scenes
36. Magazine Story spread, “Black with crows”
37. Magazine Double Spread “The Small Boat and Its Equipment”
38. Magazine Double Spread “The Small Boat and Its Equipment” duplicate
39. Sport Instruction “The Small Boat and Its Equipment”
40. Magazine 4-pager, “The Seafood Freezer”
41. Food Preparation, “The Seafood Freezer”
42. Magazine Spread, guns, “Christmas Tree”
43. Sport Instruction, “Christmas Tree (Guns)”
44. Sport Instruction “How To Find Fish with Your Boat”
45. Transportation “Prepare for the Unexpected”, Sportsmen in Light Plane
46. Costume, Romance “The Impudent Rifle” part 3 of serial
47. Costume, Romance “The Impudent Rifle” part 6 of serial
48. Characters, Quaint, “Nooley and the Flute”
49. Characters, Irish “Officer Mulvaney and the Hot Buttered Pig”
51. Characters, Country, “Moonshine Quail”
52. Characters, Country, “Grandpa Hopewell and His Flying Tractor”
53. Drama, Revolutionist, “The Seven Days of the Fisherman”